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Rosalind De Sailly
The Critical Response to George Eliot edited by Karen L. Pangallo
(Greenwood Press, 1994) pp. 233
The appearance of a new anthology of George Eliot criticism would need to justify its
place on the shelf beside the indispensable collections of essays assembled by Gordon S.
Haight, D.R. Carroll, William Baker, Barbara Hardy and K.M. Newton. However, so
much valuable and interesting Eliot criticism has been published in the past two decades
that there is still room for a critical revaluation of this work. Karen Pangallo's George
Eliot: A Reference Guide, 1972-1987 (Boston: G .K. Hall, 1990), is evidence of her knowledge in this area. However, the gap for a good selection of recent Eliot criticism is not
filled by her new compilation. The volume's title suggests that it is a comprehensive ref"
erence work; instead it contains mostly undistinguished recent essays on some of George
Eliot's best known novels (the book does not cover Scenes of Clerical Life,Impressions
ofTheophrastus Such, or any of the poetry), complemented by a selection of extracts taken
from contemporary reviews and The George Eliot Letters. The only quotations from
George Eliot are minor excerpts from the letters, and some background about the correspondents would be useful to those readers who are unfamiliar with Eliot's life. The exclusion of Eliot's own essays, reviews and translations is also to be regretted.
In ber introduction, Pangallo explains that her book attempts to demonstrate how Eliot's
contemporaries and critics of the 1970s to the 1990s all respond to the same theme, 'the self
within society and its interconnectedness' (1). This is so general a theme as to cover more
or less everything; Eliot's readers find her novels interesting for more specific reasons
than this. Pangallo's justification for the principle on which her book is organized is that
her theme 'speaks to Eliot's readers then and today' (7). This is limp beside the vitality of
the books themselves.
As an introduction to what has been written about George Eliot's novels, Pangallo's selection is neither definitive nor discriminating; it leaves out all the major voices of George
Eliot criticism, including only echoes from the main site of debate. The major works are
not included in the truncated offering of additional readings. Nor is it even scholarly; there
is no bibliography of Eliot's works and Ruby Redinger's George Eliot: the Emergent Self
is the only biography listed. There are apparently no selection criteria; books and articles
published before 1970 are included and while such giants as Gordon Haight do not appear,
recent classics like Gillian Beer's Darwin's Plots do not rate a mention either. Nor are the
texts reliable; Pangallo's heavy editing of the Victorian extracts proves misleading when
checked against other sources. The one brief excerpt from the perceptive criticism of
Henry James gives the impression that he wrote with unqualified admiration of Eliot's
methods. Haight called the James of the quoted review 'perhaps the most exacting critic'
(Century of George Eliot Criticism, x) writing his least sophisticated criticism. Pangallo's
incomplete references omit the fact that this was James' s first review of George Eliot and
was unsigned, giW.ng the young writer the freedom to make iconoclastic gestures when he
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had yet to publish a novel himself. Such editorial carelessness as this unfortunately limits
the usefulness of PangaUo's reference work.
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